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Every teacher has a big role in the development of every learner. They are responsible in the basic foundation in terms of values, skills of the children they handle. As a teacher of 21st century, how can we help our learners to achieve or to mold their lives as a good citizen of the future? How can we motivate them to study despite of having an environment full of disturbances like online games, videos, and many more that can affect their studies without a proper use.

21st century teachers are always looking forward to the future of their learners. Searching some techniques, strategies to make their learners more interested and motivated in the lesson. Use of cellphones, laptops and different high-tech gadgets are highly recommended in teaching. These gadgets serve as a great help in teaching since we are in the 21st century world. Learners easily understand the lesson by presenting it through movies, power point presentation, video clips rather than through talking, explaining verbally and bookish style. Simply because this is their world now…. The gadgets...

Furthermore, 21st century teachers are aware of the ever-changing trends in technology, aware of the career opportunities they are always advocating towards thinking and planning to ensure all learners will not be left behind. Learning inside the classroom become more enjoyable, interesting and moving at a rapid pace when a teacher uses instructional materials that easily catch the attention of the learners.
An effective 21st century teacher learns that technology in the classroom can help and transform their learners education. They know what the best tools are and when to use these tools.
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